249 words 31 Importance -145 words 32 Text -5,222 words 33 34 3 ABSTRACT 35 Canine parvovirus (CPV) is a highly successful pathogen that has sustained pandemic 36 circulation in dogs for more than 40 years. Here, integrating full-genome and deep 37 sequencing analyses, structural information, and in vitro experimentation, we describe 38 the macro-and micro-scale features that have accompanied CPV's evolutionary 39 success. Despite 40 years of viral evolution, all CPV variants are >~99% identical in 40 nucleotide sequence, with only a limited number (<40) of mutations becoming fixed or 41 widespread during this time. Notably, most changes in the major capsid protein (VP2) 42 are nonsynonymous and fall within, or adjacent to, the overlapping receptor footprint or 43 antigenic regions, suggesting competitive selective pressures have played a key role in 44 CPV evolution and likely constrained its evolutionary trajectory. Moreover, among the 45 limited number of variable sites, CPV genomes exhibit complex patterns of variation that 46 likely include parallel evolution, reversion, and recombination, making phylogenetic 47
inference difficult. Additionally, deep sequencing of viral DNA in original clinical samples 48 collected from dogs and other host species sampled between 1978 and 2018 revealed 49 few sub-consensus single nucleotide variants (SNVs) above ~0.5%, and experimental 50 passages demonstrate that substantial pre-existing genetic variation is not necessarily 51 required for rapid host receptor driven adaptation. Together, these findings suggest that 52 although CPV is capable of rapid host adaptation, relatively low mutation rate, pleiotropy, 53 and/or a lack of selective challenges since its initial emergence have reduced the long-54 term genetic diversity accumulation and evolutionary rate. Hence, continuously high 55 levels of inter-and intra-host diversity are not intrinsic to highly adaptable viruses. Rapid mutation rates and correspondingly high levels of standing intra-host diversity 59 and accumulated inter-host diversity over epidemic scales are often cited as key 60 features of viruses with the capacity for emergence and sustained transmission in a new 61 host species. However, most of this information comes from studies of RNA viruses, 62 with relatively little being known about that evolutionary processes that occur for viruses 63 with DNA genomes. Here we provide a unique model of virus evolution, integrating both 64 long-term global-scale and short-term intra-host evolutionary processes of a virus in a 65 new host animal. Our analysis reveals that successful host jumping and sustained 66 onward transmission does not necessarily depend on a high level of intra-host diversity 67 or result in the continued accumulation of high levels of long-term evolution change. 68 These findings indicate that all aspects of a virus's biology and ecology are relevant 69 when considering their adaptability. The emergence of viruses to cause epidemics in new hosts poses a constant threat to 73 humans and other animals, as their appearance in immunologically naïve populations 74 may result in widespread disease and a major health burden. In many instances newly 75 emerging viruses will fix adaptive mutations that increase replication and facilitate 76 onward transmission in the new host species (1, 2) . However, it is not clear how rapidly 77 phenotypically relevant mutations arise and become selected under different 78 circumstances, how many such changes are needed for host adaptation and sustained 79 transmission, and whether there is a complex series of mutational changes that have to 80 occur in a specific order. Likewise, the relationship between intra-host genetic diversity 81 and long-term inter-host evolution and adaptation remain poorly defined. Clarifying the 82 sources, mechanisms, and extent of viral variation and evolution during known 83 emergence events will therefore provide information central to understanding the risks 84 of similar events in the future. 85 Canine parvovirus (CPV), a non-enveloped single stranded DNA virus (family 86 Parvoviridae, genus Protoparvovirus), is an extremely successful viral pathogen that 87 overcame the evolutionary hurdles associated with cross-species transmission to 88 emerge and spread in multiple host species. The original CPV strain (designated CPV 89 type 2 (CPV-2) to distinguish it from the distantly related minute virus of canines) arose 90 as a variant from a group of closely related viruses circulating among other carnivores, 91 and was first recognized during early 1978 as the causative agent of a disease in dogs 92 characterized by vomiting and diarrhea, especially among young dogs, and myocarditis 93 in neonatal puppies (3) (4) (5) . By mid 1978 CPV-2 had reached pandemic proportions, and 94 6 it was replaced by a new genetic variant designated CPV-2a by the end of 1980 (6, 7) . 95 This new variant contained a group of 5 amino acid changes in the virus capsid protein 96 (VP) gene (7) that enabled it to expand its host range among carnivores, most notably 97 gaining the ability to infect and transmit between domestic cats (8). All CPV variants 98 circulating today are descendants from this original emergence event and remain 99 significant pathogens of dogs, despite the widespread use of effective vaccines (9,10).
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A key aspect in understanding the cross-species transmission and continued 101 evolution of CPV and the closely related carnivore parvoviruses is the interaction with 102 their host cell receptor, transferrin receptor type-1 (TfR) (11). Gaining the ability to 103 properly bind the canine TfR for cell infection was a critical evolutionary step for CPV 104 (12, 13) , and comparisons of FPV and CPV sequences revealed that the canine host 105 range was determined by 3 or 4 mutational differences within a small region of the VP2 106 capsid surface and involving at least 3 surface loops contributed by 2 symmetrically 107 arranged VP2 molecules (14-16). These capsid mutations overcame a biochemical 108 canine host range barrier -the presence of an N-linked glycosylation site associated 109 with residue 384 of the canine TfR -that blocked receptor binding by the capsids of the 110 ancestral-like viruses from cats, mink and raccoons (12, 17) . Mutations that arose later 111 in the evolution of CPV, particularly those that gave rise to the CPV-2a variant, may 112 have evolved in other hosts besides dogs as changes of the CPV-2a-specific codons to 113 other residues have been found in viruses from raccoons, foxes, and mink (18, 19 Other important interactions at the virus-host interface include antibody binding, 120 and selective pressures for antigenic variation has likely played a role in driving the 121 ongoing evolution and success of these viruses in nature (7, 20) . Studies defining the 122 binding sites of 8 different mouse or rat monoclonal antibody (MAb) antigen binding 123 fragments (Fabs) revealed that over 65% of the accessible viral capsid surface was 124 covered by antibody footprints, although the mutations that controlled natural or 125 experimentally selected antigenic variation fell within two relatively small regions (21, 22) . 126 Importantly, the TfR binding site overlaps with some key MAb binding sites, and many 127 capsid mutations may alter both antibody and TfR binding, such that there are likely 128 complex relationships between the host selection by the TfR and antigenic selection by 129 antibody immunity (12, 23 (27, 28) , and the virus is able to rapidly adapt to both variant host 147 receptors and to antibody selection in tissue culture (19, 22) . 148 Herein, we describe the emergence and sustained transmission of CPV over 40 149 years across multiple evolutionary scales. We combine genome-wide and deep GenBank. CPV sequences derived from raccoons were also included as these hosts 195 have been suggested to play a major role in the long-term evolution of these viruses is difficult to conclusively determine if this breakpoint results from recombination, 241 differential selective pressures on the NS and VP genes, or a combination of both 242 factors. For example, 6 potential distinct recombination events were identified 243 accounting for a total of 26 of the 225 genomes analyzed. However, there were 244 discrepancies in determining the recombinants between the various detection methods, 245 with only 4 potential events, accounting for only 6 genomes in total, being supported by 246 2 or more detection methods. Of these 6 genomes, 3 were recent isolates from Nigeria 247 sequenced as part of this study (CPV610, CPV614, and CPV615), with NS region of 248 these sequences resembling that of a 2014 Chinese isolate (accession number 249 KT382542) but an unknown VP region parent. The remaining 3 genomes were 250 database sequences (accession numbers KM457139.1, KX774252, and KR002800), 251 only 1 of which (KM457139.1) had been described previously as a recombinant (40). 252 For the purposes of this study, the 6 genomes supported by 2 or more detection 253 methods with the default RDP4 analysis, were removed from our phylogenetic analysis. changes in the capsids which are likely associated with adaptation to variation of the 301 specific TfRs in those animals (15, 19) . Notably, our deep sequencing of 5 CPVs and 2 302 FPV intra-host populations from raccoons (Procyon lotor) in the USA, raccoon dogs 303 (Nyctereutes procyonoides) in Finland, a red wolf (Canis lupus rufus) in the USA, and 304 an Arctic (blue) fox (Vulpes lagopus) in Finland also revealed low levels of intra-host 305 diversity similar to those seen in the canine samples, with a total of only 3 sub-306 consensus SNVs detected above ~ 0.5% (Fig. 6 ). All 3 of these sub-consensus SNVs 307 were non-synonymous in at least one gene product, but none were at positions known 308 to be involved with host adaptation. Individual coverage and variant call plots for all 309 samples collected from non-dog hosts are provided in Fig. S3D .
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Substantial intra-host diversity is not a prerequisite for rapid host receptor-311 driven adaptation in cell culture. To examine the selective dynamics of the host-312 specific mutations in these viruses we passaged a CPV-2a-derived virus in cells from a 313 domestic cat (Felis catus) and from a gray fox (Urocyon cinereoargenteus). Those host 314 cells have previously been shown to select for mutations in CPV-related viruses from 315 different sources (15, 19) , in studies that primarily followed consensus mutations using 316 Sanger sequencing. The virus used was a 1984 isolate that contained the change of 317 VP2 residue 426 to Asp (sequence "CPV39" in this study) (6, 20) , and an infectious 318 stock was prepared from an infectious plasmid clone by three passages in feline cells in 319 culture (42). Importantly, no sub-consensus SNVs sites were detected in the plasmid, 320 and very little (all below ~0.5% of the reads) in the virus stock ( Fig.7A) , so the starting 321 populations for these experimental viruses resembled those observed in natural 322 samples.
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After five additional passages of this virus in feline cells, no SNVs above ~0.5% 324 were observed. However, after three passages in fox cells a single mutation of the 325 codon for VP2 residue 81 from Arg to Thr rose to 20% of the reads, and that 326 represented 60% of the sequence reads (and hence in the majority consensus 327 sequence) after two additional passages in those cells (Fig. 7A) . This same VP2 328 Arg81Thr mutation has been previously described (15) and falls within a region of the 329 capsid structure that stabilizes a loop containing residues 300 and 301, which interact 330 with the TfR (Fig. 7B ). By removing a hydrogen bond interacting with this loop, the VP2 331 Arg81Thr substation likely permits greater flexibility of the capsid. This may allow 332 improved binding or infection through the fox TfR, which differs from the cat in a number 333 of key residues in the two loops of the receptor apical domain that interact with the viral 334 capsid, most notably at position 216 ( Fig. 7B, green circles) . populations show that high intra-host diversity is not a common feature of these viruses, 376 nor is it a specific barrier to rapid host adaptation in experimental systems (15, 19) . 377 While replication of the parvoviral DNA and other similar ssDNA viruses by the host cell 378 DNA polymerases appears to be of lower fidelity than that seen for the replication of the 379 host DNA, it is still of higher fidelity than that of RNA viruses (28). This difference 380 between RNA and DNA virus error rates is supported by the lack of intra-host diversity 381 observed in our samples. Similarly, our results also clearly show that co-infection is not 382 a common feature among the CPV samples collected from either dogs or other hosts 383 over the 40 years of sampling, which differs from the results of other studies reporting 384 co-infections between CPV strains or with FPV reported in dogs or cats (40, (47) (48) (49) . To define the accuracy and sensitivity of our ability to detect rare sub-consensus 462 SNVs in viral samples when sequencing the CPV genome, we conducted control 463 sequencing studies of artificially created heterogeneous virus populations. These were 464 made from a CPV-2 plasmid (61) spiked with 25% FPV plasmid, and serially diluted 4 465 times at a 1:4 ratio (Fig. S2A ). An input amount of 0.2ng of mixed template DNA 466 (equivalent to ~2.5x10 7 copies of the viral genome) was then prepared by PCR as for all 467 of the natural viral samples. The spiked genomes were easily detected in a dose 468 dependent manner at approximately the proportions that were prepared ( Fig. S2B & C) . Dog  TBA  TBA  BFPV2  1983  Finland  Blue Fox  TBA  TBA  CPV27  1983  United States  Dog  TBA  TBA  CPV29  1983  United States  Dog  TBA  TBA  CPV30  1983  United States  Dog  TBA  TBA  CPV31  1983  United States  Dog  TBA  TBA  CPV33  1983  United States  Dog  TBA  TBA  CPV58  1983  France  Dog  TBA  TBA  CPV35  1984  United States  Dog  TBA  TBA  CPV36  1984  United States  Dog  TBA  TBA  CPV39  1984  United States  Dog  TBA  TBA  CPV54  1984  France  Dog  TBA  TBA  CPV48  1985  United States  Dog  TBA  TBA  CPV87  1985  Australia  Dog  TBA  TBA  CPV50  1986  United States  Dog  TBA  TBA  RDPV124  1986  Finland  Dog  TBA  TBA  CPV220 1993 
